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Abstract
In this paper we study the single particle and beam linear transport
through a straight solenoidal channel. We derive the single particle
invariants and show their use in an extended Courant-Snyder theory
for the solenoidal coupled system. Matching between solenoidal chan-
nels and between solenoidal and quadrupolar channels are discussed.
We give envelope solutions and benchmark them with some numerical
examples.
1 Introduction
For muon colliders [1, 2, 3] and neutrino sources [4] lossless beam transport
is an important issue which requires a careful lattice design. Hardware tech-
nical limits and facility cost control impose further constrains which make
the design challenging. Typically the muon beam exhibits a very large emit-
tance which sets part of the beam in a non paraxial beam dynamics regime.
The problem requires a full 6D description: however as a rst step in the
linac design, one can consider the beam in a linear paraxial regime and use
an analytical solution of the single particle dynamics. Afterwards, an the
optimization of the channel including more realistic dynamical features can
be performed by means of proper tracking computer code [5, 6]. In this work
we present the analytical solution of the single particle motion in a straight
solenoidal transport channel using the following two approximations: 1) the















2 Solenoidal Channel Single Particle Linear
Dynamics























where S = QB
s
(s)=p (units mks). Here, Q [C] is charge of the particle,
B
s
[T] is the longitudinal magnetic eld, and p [Kg m/s] is the longitudinal
momentum. An equivalent expression is S = 299:79qB
s
(s)=(E), with q [1]
the particle charge state in units of e,  the relativistic factor (only here),
and E is the particle energy in units of MeV. With the symbol
0
we denote
the space derivative d=ds. By using Eq. 1, we assume that B
s
has no radial
dependence from the transverse position of the particle. If this dependence
were included, the equations of motion would be nonlinear. Here, we propose
a method to solve Eq. 1. General methods [8, 9, 10] have been proposed
for the linear coupled particle dynamics. The linear particle dynamics in a
solenoidal transport channel is included in them, however we propose here a
method only for solenoidal channels which gives simple results.
Following [11, 7] we dene the complex variable z = x + iy so that the











z = 0: (2)
In analogy with analytic mechanics, we can represent the particle coordinates
in a vectorial notation and the transformation between dierent frames can
be expressed in a vectorial form. This reformulation of the problem allows
an easier understanding of the dynamics. Introducing the vector z = (z; z
0
)
the equation of motion Eq. 2 can be written as
z
0










Following [11, 7] we consider the transformation w = ze
i
, where  is






allows to nd the transformation  : w ! z. Since  is a linear
transformation, it can be written as









































Choosing S = 2
0
, in the frame fw;w
0
g Eq. 5 become
w
0









Arbitrarily we x an initial condition for   such that (0) = 0. With this









g of the initial coordinates of the particle are identical. The angle








Note that the transformation w = ze
i
just reformulates the particle dynam-
ics in the Larmor frame, where  is the angle of the rotating frame and 
0
its angular velocity. The coeÆcient 
0
2
is the square of the solenoid strength
which gives to Eq. 7 always a focusing character. Since S is real and w is























If the solenoidal channel has periodicity L, we can apply the Courant-
Snyder theory [12] at each of the 2 decoupled equations Eqs. 9. For each of
these equations the particle coordinates are transported by a one turn map
3
which has the standard form [13]. Recombining the two vectorial represen-










cos +  sin  sin 
  sin cos    sin 

; (10)




























and satisfy the periodic conditions (s) = (s + L), and (s) = (s + L).
The index 0 means entrance section of the channel and the index 1 means the







= w(s), and w
1
= w(s + L). Now we can use the transformation




















we nd that in
fz; z
0










cos + ^ sin 
^
 sin 
 ^ sin cos   ^ sin 

: (12)
The hat Twiss parameter are dened as
^


















In order to transform the map Eq. 12 from the frame fz; z
0






















We nd for Eq. 12 (L) is given by the same rule where



















































; and M given by Eq. 10.
As example of application we consider the channel formed by one solenoid
and two small drifts located one at the entrance and one exit of the solenoid.
Assuming an hard edge approximation for fringe led (B
s
drops to zero in
a thin slice) we nd from the equation of  that S = 2 with  constant in
good approximation and  = 0. In this condition we nd from Eq. 8 that
 =  . The solenoid map for the transport from the center of the small drifts
to the next is characterized by 
0
1
= 0 so Eqs. 14, 15 become Re L = cM, and
























g are not the canonical conjugate coordinates.







































































1 0 0 0
0 1 S=2 0
0 0 1 0





















Calling C the transformation matrix in Eq. 19, then (A) induced by A is




















0 1 0 0
 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1



























where L is the transport map dened by Eq. 12.
3 Analytical Solution and Invariants





consider now a new transformation of coordinates which changes the matrix
M in a more simple form, i.e. a rotation. Following the same technique used
for rings [13] we consider the transformation


























  sin cos 

; (24)
and  is the phase advance from the beginning of the periodic cell (index 0),









and in the frame fz; z
0
g the one turn







Next we derive the invariants and the analytical solution of Eq. 1. In
the following discussion the index 0, and 1 will mean simply the initial and
the nal position, and not beginning and end of the periodic cell. Periodic
condition might be dropped as well. In Appendix A we prove that the coor-
dinate transformations w = Tu, z = w, and the maps L;M;R are related


































































































































. Eqs. 28, 29 show the existence























) in a form which is














































other two invariants. By using V we can write u = V
 1
z then write the
invariants in the fz; z
0









exhibits a dependence from cos and sin , we can try




in order to obtain an other invariant of simpler











































are the usual horizontal







the mechanical angular momentum. From Eqs. 30 we nd another invariant

















































. The physical interpretation of Eq. 32
is the following: since in Eq. 1 we assume the magnetic eld independent from




is proportional to the magnetic




= (Q	=2)=p, where 	
is the magnetic ux. On the other hand L
z






where here (and only here)  is the relativistic factor,m is the particle mass,
_

is the angular velocity and mr
2
_
 is the mechanical angular momentum. The
sum of the mechanical angular momentum with Q	=2 is just the canonical
angular momentum. Since Eq. 32 expresses an invariant, and p is constant,
Eq. 32 is just a reformulation of the well known Bush theorem [15], i.e. of









the dynamical systems with cylindrical symmetry.






) in Eqs. 30 gives the particle coordinates
in a generic position during the motion, it can be used to nd the particle
coordinates in the frame fz; z
0














































































[  cos( + Æ
1






















Since at the beginning for s = 0 we have (0) = 0 the relations between the





































































































































































Note that the value of the invariants dier from the usual Courant-Snyder
form by the presence of a term which is multiplied by 
0
. Therefore, if at
injection there is no magnetic eld (i.e. 
0
= 0), these invariants coincide






























































4 Beam Transport and Beam Envelopes
In literature the beam transport in presence of linear coupling has been
studied [16, 10, 17]. We apply next the solenoidal transport theory here
developed.
4.1 Lossless Beam Transport
For lossless beam transport one needs to check along all the transport line if
particles exceed a given pipe boundary. We rst consider a monochromatic
beam, i.e. all the particles have the same longitudinal momentum.























Let us call R the radius of the beam pipe; then, the particle is lost if r >
R. This condition denes the accepted particles over the transport channel





















and therefore one obtains a necessary (but not suÆcient) condition for par-













being the maximum  over the channel length. This equation
together with Eq. 31 denes the volume in the 4D lab frame phase space of
the transported particles. All the particles outside this volume might be lost.




is an invariant, it is possible to
predict directly at injection weather a particle is transported up to the end
of the channel or not. In fact having the particle distribution at injection,





particle and see if it satises the lossless transport condition Eq. 40. This
result can be used to design a solenoidal channel.
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4.2 Beam Envelopes for an Invariant Matched Distri-
bution
In the previous discussion we considered the condition for a lossless transport
throughout the channel. In doing so we assumed that the pipe radius were
constant. In practice, there might be reasons to change the beam pipe radius
along the channel. One should consider the beam's envelope and see if it is
contained into the beam pipe or x the pipe according to the beam enve-
lope. Unfortunately, it is not possible to predict analytically the envelope for
whatever initial distribution.





, i.e. we ll of particles the 2D surface embedded in the




. We do not




, but its enough
that the invariant surface is lled without holes. We call this distribution
invariants matched distribution. For an invariant matched distribution where















































where A;B are the two functions A = cos
2











. For this distribution the maximum radius of















it is an important quantity as well for







= [( sin( + Æ
1















+ [( sin( + Æ
2
























































































) in absence of the solenoidal
magnetic eld.
4.2.1 Numerical Example
We consider a numerical example based on a solenoidal channel used for the
ionization cooling in the CERN neutrino factory project [6]. For a solenoid
with its center in s = 0 we compute the magnetic eld B
s
































where d is the length of the solenoid, R
s
is the solenoid radius, and B
0
is
the magnetic eld in the center of the solenoid at s = 0. For the CERN
scenario are foreseen solenoids with R = 0:3 m, d = 0:76 m, and B
0
= 2 T.
For muons with kinetic energy of E = 200 MeV we nd that S = 1 m
 1
.
By using these parameters we simulated two of the 44MHz cooling solenoidal
channels. In Fig. 3c we draw a schematic of the solenoidal channel used for
this simulation. We considered a beam with emittances 
1
= 1 cm-rad, and

2





. Fig. 1a,b show the particles track and in red the envelope obtained
with the rst two equations of Eqs. 41. In blue we plot the envelope obtained











respectively. Again we plot in red the envelopes obtained from

















. In Fig. 2a we plot for each particle the






and compare it with Eq. 43 for the two









green. In Fig. 2b,c,d we plot respectively ; , and S. In Fig. 3a,b we plot




Figure 1: In this gure we plot for the distribution used in Sect. 4.3.1, in
a),b) in red the envelope and in blue the maximum radius, and with dotted










Figure 2: In this gure we plot for the same simulation of Fig. 1: in a) in red













. In b),c),d) we plot respectively ; ; S versus s.
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Figure 3: In this gure we plot for the same simulation of Fig. 1: a) , and b)
 . In c) we draw a layout of the two solenoidal channel with their dimensions
used in the simulation.
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4.3 Beam Envelopes for a General Invariant Matched
Distribution









) where f() is a function such that f() > 0, and f()! 0
if  ! 1 for an example see [15]. This distribution satises the time-
independent Vlasov equation and therefore it is self consistent. The particle




, and f(). Applying Eqs. 34 to this distri-










































































































We consider here a numerical example based on the same solenoidal channel
described in Section 4.2.1, but with the distribution
f() =

1 if 0 <  < 1
0 if  > 1
: (47)





show the particles track and in red the envelope obtained with the rst











respectively. Again we plot in red the envelopes obtained from the last two








obtained from Eq. 46 where
















and compare it with Eq. 46 for the two extreme cases:








curve in green. In Fig. 5b,c,d
we plot respectively ; , and S. In Fig. 6a,b we plot the Larmor angle 
and the phase advance  .

















are the solenoid radius of the channels 1, and 2. In order not to modify




a matching between the two optic functions is
needed. In this way the beam will be transported from the end of the channel
1 to the beginning of the channel 2 without changing the single particle











lossless transport through the channel 2.
5 Chromatic Eect on the Beam Transport
When we consider a beam with a momentum spread, each particle experi-
ences a dierent solenoidal strength according to its o momentum. Calling




, for an o momentum particle in a solenoidal channel the
















































































(1  Æ) Æ y = 0:
(49)
As rst step towards the inclusion of the chromatic eects in the dynamics
one can neglect the terms in S
2
so that the equations of motion are identical









Figure 4: In this gure we plot for f() = 1: in a),b) in red the envelope and
in blue the maximum radius and with dotted line the particles trajectories




, in red the theoretical




Figure 5: In this gure we plot for the same simulation of Fig. 4: in a) in red













. In b),c),d) we plot respectively ; ; S versus s.
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a b
Figure 6: In this gure we plot for the same simulation of Fig. 4: a) , and
b)  .
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is the design momentum. If the particle distribu-





in that position we can nd, in both periodic or not periodic case,
the value of the invariants for each particle by using Eqs. 36. Since each
particle has a dierent momentum p = p
0
(1 + Æ), we nd that to each Æ the






























































> R the particle is lost. Eq. 51 denes an algorithm which gives in the




; Æg a volume of initial conditions which is accepted by
the solenoidal channel (i.e. particles with those initial condition are not lost).
The implementation in a computer code of the algorithm dened by Eq. 51
allows a fast optimization method for the design of a solenoidal channel. We
remark that this procedure is valid when Æ it is not to big so that Eqs. 1 still
hold.
6 Quadrupolar Channels and Solenoidal Chan-
nels Matching
Consider a general invariant matched distribution in a quadrupolar trans-


















. This distribution is self consistent and consequently for




g is uniformly lled. The matching of the quadrupo-
lar channel with the solenoidal one is obtained by means of a matching








from the end of
21
the quadrupolar channel to the beginning of the solenoidal one. Since the
solenoidal channel has its own optic functions, the matching is obtained with
the condition that the nal transported optic functions here named with the




















. In the same way one can match the solenoidal channel with
the quadrupolar channel. When the beam is transported from the solenoidal
channel to the quadrupolar one, again the single particle invariants do not
change and each particle will have the same Courant-Snyder invariants it
had before to go through the solenoidal channel. At this point one can
wonder weather the transported particle distribution is again the same self
consistent invariant matched distribution that were injected in the solenoidal





consistent) is invariant if  = n with n 2 N .
6.1 Numerical Example
In order to check these conclusions we consider the same solenoidal channel
of the numerical example of Section 4.3.1. We consider a solenoid strength
of S = 0:82 m
 1
and we inject the beam at 1.5 m from the center of the rst




. In order to better show the eectiveness of
the matching criteria we consider the two cells with central mirror symmetry.
The total length of the system is then L = 10:24 m. With this assumptions
nd that the periodic Twiss parameters at injection are  = 17:7 m,  =
0:003. With the solenoid strength of S = 0:82 m
 1
we have a total Larmor
phase advance of (L) = 0:503 rad=2. In Figs. 7,8 we see that in the rst
and last column the lab frame phase space space are identical as expected
from the criteria above stated. In order to show what happen when the
matching condition is not satised we plot the distribution at L = 9:216 m





Figure 7: In the right column we plot the initial distribution of 5000 particle
for f() = 1. In the central column we show the distribution at L = 9:216 m
where (L) = 0:496 rad=2, and 
0
(L) = 0:0285 m
 1
. On the third column
we plot the same distribution at L = 10:24 m where (L) = 0:503 rad=2,
and 
0






Figure 8: We plot here the other three plans for the same simulation described
in Fig. 7, the meaning of the columns is the same.
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7 CONCLUSION
We have presented a theory which allow a general description of the single
particle linear beam dynamics in a solenoidal channel. We have shown how
to compute the single particle invariant and given the explicit solution which
link single particle invariant to the Twiss parameters. The knowledge of
the invariants allowed us to dene matched invariant distributions which
can be used to predict the beam envelopes. An algorithm to analyze which
part of an initial distribution will be propagated through the channel has
been presented, and we give a general rule to perform a matching between
solenoidal channels and quadrupolar channels.
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where we remove the periodic condition over S. Here  is computed starting




. We rst consider how Eq. 7 will be




















































and therefore the vector u = Ru
0
is solution of Eq. 56, that is R is the
transfer map for the solution of Eq. 56. Now, by using Eq. 55 and Eq. 57, it




and therefore w = TRu
0
is the solution of Eq. 7. Recalling that in Eq. 6 we





= C  D; (59)





and consequently z = TRu
0
is the solution of Eq. 3.









and that the transformations T, and  satisfy the
scheme drawn in Eq. 26.











































































































































. The volume of the invariant surface described



























































) is the Jacobian of the transformation Eq. 61.
The determinant of the Jacobian is the product of the determinant of (V)



































It is straightforward to nd that det[(V)] = 1, and by direct integration we
nd that







11 Appendix C: RMS Invariants
It is important to establish the invariants from a particle distribution. In
a solenoidal channel the motion of a particle is coupled, but in the Larmor





























) the motion is linear and



































Eqs. 66 express the invariants of a particle distribution in the Larmor frame.
To recover the rms invariants in the laboratory frame it is enough to use the
rotation w = ze
i
with z = x + i y. We nd that such transformation is
w
r






















cos x+ sin x
0
(67)
where  is the Larmor's angle given by Eq. 8. By using Eqs. 67 in Eqs. 66 we




from the particle distribution
whose coordinates are expressed in the laboratory frame.
As example we considered the invariant matched distribution used in
Sect. 4.2.1 in the same solenoidal channel. At each integration step we com-























; and we also




previously dened. Fig. 9 shows the









cannot be used as
invariants in the coupled system. We conclude with the following remark:
let us consider a solenoidal channel such that at its entrance and exit S = 0
i.e.there is no magnetic eld at entrance/exit, but S 6= 0 inside the channel.
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